Well we’re big time hackers
we know all the threat actors
and we speak at every security show
We’ll pentest your net
without breaking a sweat
at a hundred thousand dollars a go
We hunt all of the bounties
for the Feds and the Mounties
but the prize we’ve never owned
is the congregation’s praises
when you’re published in the pages
of P-o-C or G-T-F-O!

(PoC…) Wanna see my article in the pages
(GTFO…) Wanna execute in its payload stages!
(GTFO…) Wanna see my zero days
In P-o-C or G-T-F-O!

We got a staff artist name o’ Cyber Stardust
who draws logos for all of our vulns
We got a top notch research department
who straightens out our zeroes and ones
Now the name of our game is acquiring fame
but the fame we’ve never known
is the fame and the glory
when you tell your story
in P-o-C or G-T-F-O!

(PoC…) Wanna read my words in the pages
(GTFO…) Wanna execute in its payload stages!
(GTFO…) Wanna see my zero days
In P-o-C or G-T-F-O!

We invite all the smarties
to our BlackHat parties
that get pretty out of hand
We’ve got a grey haired CEO
who used to work at CyberCommand
We got all the Twitter hype money can buy
HashtagDeepLearningBlockchainOnaDrone
But technically it’s rubbish
So we can’t get published
In P-o-C or G-T-F-O!

(PoC…) Wanna see my name on the pages
(GTFO…) Wanna execute in its payload stages!
(GTFO…) Wanna see my zero days
In P-o-C or G-T-F-O!